FAIR TREATMENT FOR PRODUCERS

SHIPPERS MUST USE THE RIVER

PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT IS OVERTHROWN BY RUSSIANS

Council of Workmen and Soldiers is Victorious After Internal Strife Lasting Over Two Months—Coalition Cabinet Has Been Formed

By International News Service.

Stockholm, May 7—The provisional government of Russia, established after the March revolution, has collapsed according to word from Petersburg. The council of workmen and soldiers that emerged from a two-month struggle during which it first overthrew, then openly fought, and finally succeeded to provisional government, the formation of a coalition government is announced by the government talat. Peace propositions are preliminary.

By International News Service.

London, May 7—Cabinet ministers are generally sounding out Foreign, Territorial German counter propositions, but German ministers are now in a German government in actual action and the artillery concentration increases. Some experts believe that Feldscher is being reinforced by the Russian fleet in preparation for an attempt to drive the German fleet back to the imperial German wars.

By International News Service.

Washington, D. C., May 7—Sir Dudley, the British naval minister, recently arrived in Washington to negotiate a new treaty on the basis of the present submarine treaty. This will be the third treaty since the German war started in November and it is expected that the agreement will be signed in the next few days.

JOFFRE GETS A BIG RECEPTION

NO BIDDERS FOR SCHOOL DEPOSITS

ELECT OFFICERS AND END MEETING